Camp Superlatives
By: Everyone!

**Class Clown**: Simon Madziara
**Ironman**: Peter DeMarco
**Ironwoman**: Connie Smith
**Best Hair**: Klaudia Kurowska
**Camp Hipster (person with the best style)**: Piotr Kruk and Honorata Mruk
**Most likely to become a famous dancer**: Tomek Szuriej
**Most Dramatic**: Pola Konkolewska
**Camp Sleepyhead**: Allegra Czerwinski
**Always the last one to class**: Gregorz Kozioł
**Camp Romeo**: Krystian Fioley
**Camp Juliet**: Sybila Morczyńska
**Most likely to be President one day**: Kuba Sowa

**Camp Gangster**: Bartek Szamotuński
**The Next Chopin**: Michał Krzyżak
**Messiest Camper**: Room 84
**Eats for everyone at camp**: Michał Płonka
**Best Smile**: Kasia Chrapowicz
**Nicest Person**: Beata Malinowska
**Best Singer**: Marcin Gieraga
**Most Handsome**: Chris Długozima
**Most likely to work for ESPN**: Alex Golec
** Prettiest Girl**: Monika Kuśmierek
**Littest Camper**: Tomasz Pryjda
**Worst Injury of Camp**: Ewelina Kilian
A Summer Poem
By: Karina Kuś and Karolina Budzeń

In summer, I see
A slippery snail
Hot sun
Green trees
Wet puddles and a
Brown Bench
In summer, I hear
Noisy screams
Birds singing
Children laughing
Nature makes us feel happy!
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I am
By: Joanna Szczepańska

I am a sad imaginer.
I wonder why I am who I am.
I hear the music of my heart.
I see people who live in peace.
I want to touch the sky.
I am a sad imaginer.
I pretend that all is right.
I feel it’s not true.
I touch something in the fog.
I worry that it’s not good.
I cry because it’s something bad that makes people sad.
I am a sad imaginer.
I understand that the grass is green.

I say that the sky is blue.
I dream about a better world.
I try to be a better person.
I hope that in my dreams that some day the sun will shine.
I am a sad imaginer.

Hamilton: the Best in the Rain
By: Ola Szepelak and Magda Błazewicz

Lewis Hamilton from McLaren won the Grand Prix of Great Britain. It was the seventh victory of his career. Now Hamilton is the leader of the World Classification. Only the first part of the race took place in bad weather, by the 20th lap it stopped raining. This was a good sign for Robert Kubice. Heikki Kovalainen was in first for the beginning few laps, but later Hamilton surprisingly sold out Kovalainen. Kovalainen thought it was a strategy of the McLaren team, but it actually gave Hamilton an advantage. Unfortunately Heikki skidded and fell into the third place position. Robert Kubice was very good, He was in fourth place for most of the race. Car problems had the reigning Champion Kimmi Raikomen in the Pit Lane. Robert Kubice made one mistake and finished the race on the 43rd lap. Second place went to Relbers Borrichello.
Horoscopes
By: Weronika Chrapczyńska and Monika Kryzanowska

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)
Parties, parties, parties! It’s time for parties, so just take your friends and go out dancing. Remember to take very comfortable shoes – dancing all night is really tiring for your feet.

Aquarius (January 20-February 18)
You’re going to win the LOTTO – 2, 8, 18, 22, 28, 30. These numbers will be lucky for you! ☺ You’ll be very rich and you will buy a new car.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)
Hey, do you still remember your friends? Yes? So call them and go out somewhere; they miss you! Also, look at the calendar – did you forget about your boyfriend’s birthday?

Aries (March 21-April 19)
If you have any talent, don’t hide it! Everybody can’t wait to see you on the stage. Why don’t you sing or dance? Don’t be afraid to try something new in front of people.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Good fun is coming! You and your family will travel to a really beautiful place this summer. Definitely bring your camera and take some great pictures.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
What are you doing!? Stop arguing with everybody. It’s a really bad idea, being awful to other people. There’s another way to have friends and stay in touch. You should have known that.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
This is your time! Don’t be scared to experience something new. You’ll fall in love this summer. Look at tall, handsome guys, but keep close to your family.

Leo (July 23-August 22)
Let other people decide about important things. It’s not your time now. Also, try to see your friends’ problems. He or she may need your help.

Virgo (August 23-September 21)
Oh my god! You’re going to fall in love this summer! He will see you first – he will be a tall, smart, athletic, and very handsome guy. Don’t be shy or scared – try to get to know him better. You will be a beautiful couple.

Libra (September 21-October 19)
Surprise! This month will bring you nothing but surprises: new people who will bring you happiness, new places, and new things to do.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)
This summer is going to be wonderful for you, with lots of boys around. Summer camp will bring you some new skills and new friends.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)
You are in luck; you will make a lot of money this summer. Maybe you’ll even get promoted. Try to be extremely punctual, responsible, and polite – your boss will look at you as a perfect manager.